AY2022 Graduate SPA College Commentary Form

The GAAD should complete one form for each self study. All responses will be shared with the program except responses to the final question, which will only be shared with the Graduate School. **Each text field is limited to 4000 characters.**

After you submit, you will receive an email with a PDF of your responses that you should share with the GPD.

* Required

* This form will record your name, please fill your name.


1. College *

- Eli Broad College of Business and Broad School of Management
- College of Arts & Letters
- College of Agriculture & Natural Resources
- College of Communication Arts & Sciences
- College of Education
- College of Engineering
- College of Human Medicine
- College of Law
- College of Music
- College of Natural Science
- College of Nursing
- College of Osteopathic Medicine
- College of Social Science
- College of Veterinary Medicine
2. Program(s) being reviewed in this self study (BUS) *

☐ Accounting - Master of Science (ACCOUNT_MS)

☐ Accounting and Data Analytics - Master of Science (ACCDATA_MS)

☐ Business Administration - Doctor of Philosophy (Accounting) (ACCOUN_PHD)

☐ Business Administration - Doctor of Philosophy (Finance) (FINANC_PHD)

☐ Business Administration - Doctor of Philosophy (Information Technology Mgt) (INFOTE_PHD)

☐ Business Administration - Doctor of Philosophy (Logistics) (LOGIST_PHD)

☐ Business Administration - Doctor of Philosophy (Marketing) (MKTG2_PHD)

☐ Business Administration - Doctor of Philosophy (Operations and Sourcing Mgt) (OPSRCM_PHD)

☐ Business Administration - Doctor of Philosophy (Org Behav-Human Resource Mgt) (ORGBEH_PHD)

☐ Business Administration - Doctor of Philosophy (Strategic Management) (STRATM_PHD)

☐ Business Analytics - Master of Science (BANALYT_MS)

☐ Business Data Science and Analytics - Master of Science (BUSDATA_MS)

☐ Business Information Systems - Doctor of Philosophy (BUSINF_PHD)

☐ Business Research - Master of Science (BUSRESR_MS)

☐ Customer Experience Management - Master of Science (CUEXMG_M)_MS)

☐ Finance - Master of Science (FINANCE_MS)

☐ Financial Planning and Wealth Management - Master of Science (FINPLWM_MS)

☐ Foodservice Business Management - Master of Science (FOODBUS_MS)
☐ Healthcare Management - Master of Science (HLTHCRM_MS)

☐ Hospitality Business Management - Master of Science (HBUSMGT_MS)

☐ International Business - Master of Science (this program is in moratorium effective Fall 2018 through Spring 2024) (INTLBUS_MS)

☐ Management Studies - Master of Science (this program is in moratorium effective Spring 2020 through Spring 2023) (MGTST_MS)

☐ Management, Strategy, and Leadership - Master of Science (MGTLDRS_MS)

☐ Marketing Research - Master of Science (MKTRESC_MS)

☐ Master of Business Administration - no concentration (BUSADM_MBA)

☐ Master of Business Administration - STEM (STEM_MBA)

☐ Master of Business Administration (BSADEL_MBA)

☐ Master of Business Administration Degree: Program in Integrative Management (INTRMG_MBA)

☐ Supply Chain Management - Master of Science (SPLYCMG_MS)

☐ Accounting Analytics - Grad Certificate (ACCTA_GRC2)

☐ Human Resource Management & Development - Grad Certificate (HMRMG_GRC2)

☐ Leadership and Managing T Teams - Grad Certificate (LDRMT_GRC2)

☐ Strategic Management - Grad Certificate (STRAT_GRC2)

☐ Financial Planning & Wealth Management - Grad Certificate (FPWM_GRC2)
3. Program(s) being reviewed in this self study (CAL) *

- [ ] African American and African Studies - Doctor of Philosophy (AFRAMS_PHD)
- [ ] African American and African Studies - Master of Arts (AFRAMST_MA)
- [ ] Arts and Cultural Management - Master of Arts (ARTSMGT_MA)
- [ ] Arts, Cultural Management and Museum Studies - Master of Arts (ARTCMMS_MA)
- [ ] Digital Rhetoric and Professional Writing - Master of Arts (DIGTLWR_MA)
- [ ] English - Doctor of Philosophy (ENGLIS_PHD)
- [ ] Foreign Language Teaching - Master of Arts (FOREIGN_MA)
- [ ] French and Francophone Studies - Doctor of Philosophy (FRNFRA_PHD)
- [ ] French and Francophone Studies - Master of Arts (FRNFRAN_MA)
- [ ] German Studies - Doctor of Philosophy (GRMST_PHD)
- [ ] German Studies - Master of Arts (GRMSTDY_MA)
- [ ] Hispanic Cultural Studies - Doctor of Philosophy (HISPAN_PHD)
- [ ] Hispanic Literatures - Master of Arts (HISPLIT_MA)
- [ ] Linguistics - Doctor of Philosophy (LINGUL_PHD)
- [ ] Linguistics - Master of Arts (LINGUIS_MA)
- [ ] Literature in English - Master of Arts (LITINE_MA)
- [ ] Nonprofit Leadership, Global Cultures, and Social Enterprise - Master of Arts (NLGCSE_MA)
- [ ] Philosophy - Doctor of Philosophy (PHILOS_PHD)
- Philosophy - Master of Arts (PHILOSO_MA)
- Rhetoric and Writing - Doctor of Philosophy (RHETOR_PHD)
- Rhetoric and Writing - Master of Arts (RHETWRI_MA)
- Second Language Studies - Doctor of Philosophy (SECOND_PHD)
- Spanish as a Second or Bilingual Language - Master of Arts (SPNBILL_MA)
- Studio Art - Master of Fine Arts (STUDIO_MFA)
- Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages - Master of Arts (TENGSOL_MA)
- Theatre - Master of Fine Arts (THEATR_MFA)
- Arts & Cultural Management - Grad Certificate (ARTCM_GRC2)
- Digital Humanities - Grad Certificate (DIGHU_GRC2)
- Film Studies - Grad Certificate (FILMS_GRC2)
- Foreign Language Teaching - Grad Certificate (FORLT_GRC2)
- Global Studies in Arts & Humanities - Grad Certificate (GLOBS_GRC2)
- Indigenous Studies - Grad Certificate (INDIG_GRC2)
- Museum Studies - Grad Certificate (MUSEU_GRC2)
4. Program(s) being reviewed in this self study (CANR) *

☐ Agricultural, Food and Resource Economics - Doctor of Philosophy (AFRECO_PHD)

☐ Agricultural, Food and Resource Economics - Master of Science (AFRECON_MS)

☐ Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources Education - Master of Arts (AGFOODE_MA)

☐ Animal Science - Doctor of Philosophy (ANIMAL_PHD)

☐ Animal Science - Master of Science (ANIMALS_MS)

☐ Biosystems Engineering - Doctor of Philosophy (BIOEGR_PHD)

☐ Biosystems Engineering - Master of Science (BIOEGR_MS)

☐ Community Sustainability - Doctor of Philosophy (CMTYSU_PHD)

☐ Community Sustainability - Master of Science (CMTYSUS_MS)

☐ Construction Management - Master of Science (CONSTMG_MS)

☐ Crop and Soil Sciences - Doctor of Philosophy (CRPSOS_PHD)

☐ Crop and Soil Sciences - Master of Science (CRPSOSC_MS)

☐ Entomology - Doctor of Philosophy (ENTOMO_PHD)

☐ Entomology - Master of Science (ENTOMOL_MS)

☐ Environmental Design - Master of Arts (ENVIRDS_MA)

☐ Fisheries and Wildlife - Doctor of Philosophy (FSHWLD_PHD)

☐ Fisheries and Wildlife - Master of Science (FSHWLDL_MS)

☐ Food Science - Doctor of Philosophy (FOODS1_PHD)
5. Program(s) being reviewed in this self study (CAS) *

☐ Advertising - Master of Arts (ADVERTI_MA)

☐ Advertising and Public Relations - Master of Arts (ADVPUBR_MA)

☐ Communication - Doctor of Philosophy (COMMUN_PHD)

☐ Communication - Master of Arts (COMMUNL_MA)

☐ Communicative Sciences and Disorders - Doctor of Philosophy (COMMSC_PHD)

☐ Communicative Sciences and Disorders - Master of Arts (COMMSCI_MA)

☐ Health and Risk Communication - Master of Arts (HLTHRIS_MA)

☐ Information and Media - Doctor of Philosophy (INFOME_PHD)

☐ Journalism - Master of Arts (JOURNAL_MA)

☐ Media and Information - Master of Arts (MEDIAIN_MA)

☐ Media and Information Studies - Doctor of Philosophy (CASMIN_PHD)

☐ Media and Information Studies - Doctor of Philosophy (MINFOS_PHD)

☐ Public Relations - Master of Arts (this program is in moratorium effective Spring 2020 through Spring 2023) (PUBLRLT_MA)

☐ Strategic Communication - Master of Arts (STRATCO_MA)

☐ User Experience - Master of Science (USEREXP_MS)

☐ Digital Media - Grad Certificate (DIGMD_GRC2)

☐ Journalism - Grad Certificate (JRNGC_GRC2)

☐ Media Analytics - Grad Certificate (MEDIA_GRC2)
☐ Organizational Communication Leadership - Grad Certificate (COMML_GRC2)

☐ Serious Game Design & Research - Grad Certificate (SGAME_GRC2)
6. Program(s) being reviewed in this self study (CED) *

- Applied Behavior Analysis - Master of Arts (APPLBEH_MA)
- Applied Behavior Analysis and Autism Spectrum Disorder - Master of Arts (ABAAASD_MA)
- Athletic Training - Master of Science (ATHLTRN_MS)
- Curriculum, Instruction, and Teacher Education - Doctor of Philosophy (CINSTT_PHD)
- Education - Master of Arts (EDUCATI_MA)
- Education Policy - Doctor of Philosophy (EDPOL1_PHD)
- Educational Leadership - Doctor of Education (EDLEAD_EDD)
- Educational Psychology and Educational Technology - Doctor of Philosophy (EPSED1_PHD)
- Educational Technology - Master of Arts (EDTECHN_MA)
- Higher, Adult and Lifelong Education - Master of Arts (HIGHADU_MA)
- Higher, Adult, and Lifelong Education - Doctor of Philosophy (HIGHAD_PHD)
- K-12 Educational Administration - Doctor of Philosophy (K12EDA_PHD)
- K-12 Educational Administration - Master of Arts (K12EDAD_MA)
- Kinesiology - Doctor of Philosophy (KINESI_PHD)
- Kinesiology - Master of Science (KINESIO_MS)
- Learning Experience Design - Master of Arts (LRNEXPD_MA)
- Measurement and Quantitative Methods - Doctor of Philosophy (MEQUAN_PHD)
- Rehabilitation Counseling - Master of Arts (REHABCO_MA)
Rehabilitation Counselor Education - Doctor of Philosophy (RHBCNS_PHD)

School Psychology - Doctor of Philosophy (SCHLPS_PHD)

School Psychology - Educational Specialist (SCHLPS_EDS)

School Psychology - Master of Arts (SCHLPSY_MA)

Special Education - Doctor of Philosophy (SPECLE_PHD)

Special Education - Master of Arts (SPCED1_MA)

Special Education Leadership: Multi-Tiered Systems of Support - Master of Arts (SPCEDLD_MA)

Sport Coaching and Leadership - Master of Science (SPORTLD_MS)

Sport Coaching, Leadership, & Administration - Master of Science (SPRTCLA_MS)

Student Affairs Administration - Master of Arts (STAFAD_MA)

Teaching and Curriculum - Master of Arts (TEACHCU_MA)

Appl Behavioral Analysis in Special Education - Grad Certificate (APPLB_GRC2)

Children's & Young Adult - Grad Certificate (CHLDY_GRC2)

Educational Psychology - Grad Certificate (EDUCP_GRC2)

Educational Technology - Grad Certificate (EDTEC_GRC2)

Elementary STEM Education - Grad Certificate (ELSTE_GRC2)

English Language Learner - Grad Certificate (ENGLN_GRC2)

K12 Computer Science Education - Grad Certificate (K12CO_GRC2)

Online Teaching and Learning - Grad Certificate (ONLIN_GRC2)
7. Program(s) being reviewed in this self study (EGR) *

☐ Biomedical Engineering - Doctor of Philosophy (BIOMED_PHD)

☑ Biomedical Engineering - Master of Science (BIOMEDE_MS)

☐ Chemical Engineering - Doctor of Philosophy (CHEMEG_PHD)

☐ Chemical Engineering - Master of Science (CHEMEGR_MS)

☐ Civil Engineering - Doctor of Philosophy (CIVILE_PHD)

☐ Civil Engineering - Master of Science (CIVILEG_MS)

☐ Computational Mathematics, Science and Engineering - Doctor of Philosophy (CMSE_PHD)

☐ Computational Mathematics, Science and Engineering - Master of Science (CMSE_MS)

☐ Computer Science - Doctor of Philosophy (CMPTRS_PHD)

☐ Computer Science - Master of Science (CMPTRSC_MS)

☐ Electrical and Computer Engineering - Doctor of Philosophy (ELECCM_PHD)

☐ Electrical and Computer Engineering - Master of Science (ELECCMP_MS)

☐ Electrical Engineering - Doctor of Philosophy (ELECTR_PHD)

☐ Electrical Engineering - Master of Science (ELECTRE_MS)

☐ Engineering Mechanics - Doctor of Philosophy (EGRMEC_PHD)

☐ Engineering Mechanics - Master of Science (EGRMECH_MS)

☐ Environmental Engineering - Doctor of Philosophy (ENVIRE_PHD)

☐ Environmental Engineering - Master of Science (ENVIREG_MS)
- Materials Science and Engineering - Doctor of Philosophy (MATSCI_PHD)
- Materials Science and Engineering - Master of Science (MATSCIE_MS)
- Mechanical Engineering - Doctor of Philosophy (MECHEG_PHD)
- Mechanical Engineering - Master of Science (MECHEGR_MS)
- Computational Modeling - Grad Certificate (COMPM_GRC2)
- High-Performance Computing - Grad Certificate (PERFC_GRC2)
8. Program(s) being reviewed in this self study (CHM) *

☐ Biostatistics - Doctor of Philosophy (BIOSTA_PHD)

☐ Biostatistics - Master of Science (BIOSTAT_MS)

☐ Clinical Medicine - Master of Arts (CLINMED_MA)

☐ Epidemiology - Doctor of Philosophy (EPIDEM_PHD)

☐ Epidemiology - Master of Science (EPIDEMI_MS)

☐ Human Medicine - Dual Degree - Masters-MD (HMEDMST_MD)

☐ Human Medicine - MD (HUMANME_MD)

☐ Master of Public Health in Public Health (PUBLIC_MPH)

☐ Applied Parasitology & Public Health - Grad Certificate (PARAS_GRC2)

☐ Clinical Research Trials - Grad Certificate (CLINR_GRC2)

☐ Counterfeit Pharmaceuticals - Grad Certificate (CNTRF_GRC2)

☐ Human Medicine Research - Grad Certificate (HUMER_GRC2)

☐ International Public Health - Grad Certificate (INTLH_GRC2)

☐ Leadership Med for Underserved - Grad Certificate (LDRME_GRC2)

☐ Leadership in Rural Medicine - Grad Certificate (LDRRU_GRC2)

☐ Med Partners in Public Health - Grad Certificate (MDPAR_GRC2)

☐ Public Health Administration - Grad Certificate (PHLAD_GRC2)

☐ Public Health Informatics - Grad Certificate (PHLIN_GRC2)
9. Program(s) being reviewed in this self study (LAW) *

- [ ] American Legal System LLM (AMLGLS_LLM)
- [ ] Global Food Law LLM (GLBLFO_LLM)
- [ ] Global Food Law MJ (GLBLFOO_MJ)
- [ ] Intellectual Property & Comm MJ (INTELPR_MJ)
- [ ] Intellectual Property & Comm LLM (INTEL_LLM)
- [ ] Juris Doctor - Full Time (LAWFT_JD)
- [ ] Juris Doctor - Part Time (LAWPT_JD)
- [ ] Legal Doctrine and Analysis MJ (LGLDOCT_MJ)
- [ ] Master of Legal Studies (LEGALS_MLS)
10. Program(s) being reviewed in this self study (MUS) *

☐ Collaborative Piano - Doctor of Musical Arts (COLLPI_DMA)

☐ Collaborative Piano - Master of Music (COLLP_MMUS)

☐ Jazz Studies - Master of Music (JAZZS_MMUS)

☐ Music Composition - Doctor of Musical Arts (MUSICC_DMA)

☐ Music Composition - Master of Music (MUSCM_MMUS)

☐ Music Conducting - Doctor of Musical Arts (MUSCON_DMA)

☐ Music Conducting - Master of Music (MUSCD_MMUS)

☐ Music Education - Doctor of Philosophy (MUSICE_PHD)

☐ Music Education - Master of Music (MUSED_MMUS)

☐ Music Performance - Doctor of Musical Arts (MUSICP_DMA)

☐ Music Performance - Master of Music (MUSPF_MMUS)

☐ Music Theory - Master of Music (MUSTH_MMUS)

☐ Musicology - Master of Arts (MUSICOL_MA)

☐ Piano Pedagogy - Master of Music (PIANO_MMUS)

☐ Music Career Development - Grad Certificate (MUCAD_GRC2)

☐ Music Cognition - Grad Certificate (MUSCO_GRC2)

☐ Music Theory - Grad Certificate (MUSIC_GRC2)
11. Program(s) being reviewed in this self study (CNS) *

☐ Accelerator Science & Engineering - Master of Science (ACCELSE_MS)

☐ Applied Mathematics - Doctor of Philosophy (APPLDM_PHD)

☐ Applied Mathematics - Master of Science (APPLDMA_MS)

☐ Applied Statistics - Master of Science (APPLDST_MS)

☐ Astrophysics and Astronomy - Doctor of Philosophy (ASTRO_PHD)

☐ Astrophysics and Astronomy - Master of Science (ASTRO_MS)

☐ Biochemistry and Molecular Biology - Doctor of Philosophy (BM22D_PHD, BM32D_PHD, BM34D_PHD)

☐ Biochemistry and Molecular Biology - Master of Science (BM22M_MS, BM32M_MS, BM34M_MS)

☐ Biomedical Laboratory Operations - Master of Science (BIOLABO_MS)

☐ Biomedical Laboratory Science - Master of Arts (BIOLABS_MA)

☐ Cell and Molecular Biology - Doctor of Philosophy (CELLMB_PHD)

☐ Cell and Molecular Biology - Master of Science (CELLMBI_MS)

☐ Chemical Physics - Doctor of Philosophy (CHEMPH_PHD)

☐ Chemistry - Doctor of Philosophy (CHEMIS_PHD)

☐ Chemistry - Master of Science (CHEMIST_MS)

☐ Clinical Laboratory Sciences - Master of Science (CLLABSC_MS)

☐ Data Science - Master of Science (DATASCI_MS)

☐ Earth and Environmental Sciences - Doctor of Philosophy (ETHENV_PHD)
12. Program(s) being reviewed in this self study (NUR) *

☐ Nursing - Doctor of Philosophy (NURPHD_PHD)

☐ Nursing - Master of Science (Clinical Nurse Specialist) (NUR2_MSN)

☐ Nursing - Master of Science (Nurse Anesthesia) (NUR3_MSN)

☐ Nursing - Master of Science (Nurse Practitioner) (NUR1_MSN)

☐ Nursing Practice - Doctor of Nursing Practice (Clinical Nurse Specialist) (NURCNS_DNP)

☐ Nursing Practice - Doctor of Nursing Practice (Nurse Anesthesia) (NURANE_DNP)

☐ Nursing Practice - Doctor of Nursing Practice (Nurse Practitioner) (NURDNP_DNP)

☐ Nursing Practice - Doctor of Nursing Practice (Post-Master's) (DNPPM_DNP)

☐ Adult-Gerontology - Grad Certificate (ADGER_GRC2)

☐ Nurse Practitioner - Grad Certificate (NURPA_GRC2)

☐ Nurse Practitioner Family - Grad Certificate (NURPF_GRC2)

☐ Nurse Practitioner PMH - Grad Certificate (NURPP_GRC2)

☐ Teaching in Nursing - Grad Certificate (TEACH_GRC2)

☐ Microbiology and Molecular Genetics - Doctor of Philosophy (MMG1_PHD, MMG2_PHD, MMG3_PHD, MMG4_PHD)

☐ Microbiology and Molecular Genetics - Master of Science (MMG1_MS, MMG2_MS, MMG3_MS, MMG4_MS)

☐ Molecular, Cellular, and Integrative Physiology - Doctor of Philosophy (MCIPH1_PHD, MCIPH2_PHD, MCIPH3_PHD, MCIPH4_PHD)
13. Program(s) being reviewed in this self study (COM) *

☐ Global Health - Master of Science (GLOBHLT_MS)

☐ Integrative Pharmacology - Master of Science (INTPNO_MS, INTPH1_MS, INTPH2_MS)

☐ Laboratory Research in Pharmacology and Toxicology - Master of Science (LRESPH1_MS, LRESPH2_MS, LRESPH3_MS)

☐ Osteopathic Medicine - Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine (OSTEOME_DO)

☐ Osteopathic Medicine - Dual Degree - Master’s-DO (OMEDMST_DO)

☐ PA Medicine - Master of Science (PAMEDIC_MS)

☐ Pharmacology and Toxicology - Doctor of Philosophy (PHTOX1_PHD, PHTOX2_PHD, PHTOX3_PHD)

☐ Pharmacology and Toxicology - Master of Science (PHTOX1_MS, PHTOX2_MS, PHTOX3_MS)

☐ Global Health - Grad Certificate (GLOBH_GRC2)

☐ Safety Pharmacology - Grad Certificate (SAPH1_GRC2, SAPH2_GRC2, SAPH3_GRC2)

☐ Neuroscience and the Law - Grad Certificate (NEURO_GRC2)
14. Program(s) being reviewed in this self study (CSS) *

☐ Anthropology - Doctor of Philosophy (ANTHRP_PHD)

☐ Anthropology - Master of Arts (ANTHRPL_MA)

☐ Chicano/Latino Studies - Doctor of Philosophy (CHICAN_PHD)

☐ Child Development - Master of Science (CHILDDE_MS)

☐ Criminal Justice - Doctor of Philosophy (CRIMJU_PHD)

☐ Criminal Justice - Master of Arts (CRIMJUS_MA)

☐ Criminal Justice - Master of Science (CRIMJUS_MS)

☐ Cybercrime and Digital Investigation - Master of Science (CYBDIGI_MS)

☐ Economics - Doctor of Philosophy (ECONOM_PHD)

☐ Economics - Master of Arts (ECONOMI_MA)

☐ Environmental Science & Policy DUAL (ENSCP_DUAL)

☐ Family Community Services - Master of Arts (FMLYSER_MA)

☐ Forensic Science - Master of Science (FORENSI_MS)

☐ Geography - Doctor of Philosophy (GEOGRA_PHD)

☐ Geography - Master of Science (GEOGRAP_MS)

☐ History - Doctor of Philosophy (HISTOR_PHD)

☐ History - Master of Arts (HISTORY_MA)

☐ Human Development and Family Studies - Doctor of Philosophy (HUMAND_PHD)
15. Program(s) being reviewed in this self study (CVM) *

- Comparative Medicine and Integrative Biology - Doctor of Philosophy (COMPMED_PHD)
- Comparative Medicine and Integrative Biology - Master of Science (COMPMED_MS)
- Food Safety - Master of Science (FDSAFET_MS)
- Large Animal Clinical Sciences - Doctor of Philosophy (LGEANI_PHD)
- Large Animal Clinical Sciences - Master of Science (LGEANIM_MS)
- Pathobiology - Doctor of Philosophy (PATHOB_PHD)
- Pathobiology - Master of Science (PATHOBI_MS)
- Small Animal Clinical Sciences - Master of Science (SMANCLS_MS)
- Veterinary Medicine - Doctor of Veterinary Medicine (VETME1_DVM)
- Veterinary Medicine - Dual Degree - Master’s-DVM (VMEDMS_DVM)
- Food Safety - Grad Certificate (FOODS_GRC2)
- Food Safety & Toxicology - Grad Certificate (FDSTO_GRC2)
- Social Work - Master of Social Work (Clinical Social Work) (CLSCW1_MSW)
- Sociology - Doctor of Philosophy (SOCIOL_PHD)
- Sociology - Master of Arts (SOCIOL_MA)
- Urban and Regional Planning - Master of Urban and Regional Planning (URREG_MURP)
16. From your perspective, the self-study provides an accurate reflection of the program. *

- Yes
- No
- Unsure

17. Are there any specific positive elements of the self-study that you wish to highlight? *

For example, exemplary practices that might be shared with other programs or exceptional performance in key metrics/outcomes. Enter "N/A" if none.

18. Are there any specific issues/concerns that were not sufficiently addressed in the self-study. *

For example, ongoing problems that were not mentioned or addressed or troubling trends in key metrics/outcomes. Enter "N/A" if none.
19. From your perspective, the program’s looking forward priorities are generally appropriate and well-justified. *

- Yes
- No
- Unsure

20. Please highlight up to 3 looking forward priorities that you most strongly agree with. *
Enter "N/A" if none.


21. What support will the college provide to the program to achieve these priorities, and what help does the college need, and from whom, to be able to provide that support? *
Enter "N/A" if none.
22. Please highlight any looking forward priorities that you do not agree with and why. *
   Enter "N/A" if none.

23. Are there any other comments you wish to add about the program or the self-study? *
   Enter "N/A" if none.

24. Are there any confidential comments you wish to add about the program or self-study that are only for the Graduate School? *
   Enter "N/A" if none.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Microsoft. The data you submit will be sent to the form owner.